What can you do at the Union?

Just about everything!

Learn something new
Create relax
Meet friends
Hang out
Be entertained

Ticket center

park, Eat, compute

Guest rooms

ATMs and more...

It's your job to discover it all!

www.mu.iastate.edu
>departments

4 SHORTS – ISU culture at a glance
5 INTERVIEW/SCHMINTERVIEW
6 SEX – Ask Coco, House
8 CULTURE – 2ndhand Style – Dressing the ethos way: cheap and sexy. Bridget Campbell
26 SPORTS – Play by play with Dan McCarey – Our favorite football coach talks about life on and off the field. Ward Phillips
30 CAMPUS PROFILE – Push Record – Mark Kerwood's dorm room is also his office. A look at this student/business owner. Brett Plotz

32 THE QUICKIE – Tailgating
34 IN CONCLUSION – Getting Political
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>Features

10 ELECTION 2004 – A glimpse into the lives of three students who will elect the next president.
Bridget Campbell, Sarah Hanson, and Patrick O'Bryan

16 DRINKING GAMES – Alcohol + Odd Rules = Drunken fun.

18 FOAM FIGHTERS – You've seen them fighting by the library. An inside look at the campus medieval combat club.
Michelle Kalkhoff

22 GOING ALL IN – Whether in dorm dens, smoky garages, or starting at a computer screen, ISU students are playing Texas Hold 'Em. A lot.
Ryan W. Smith